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A brand new simulation centre comprising
A&E, ITU, ADL, Paediatric ITU, and even a
Pharmacy
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“We are really pleased with our bespoke smots™ installation and found Scotia a great
company to do work with. All our ideas were listened to and concerns addressed. The
technology meets our needs perfectly. The post installation service is great and the very
dedicated staff are always easy to reach. We are really pleased with our choice.”
Guillaume Alinier
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Scotia Solution:
Scotia installed 34 camera and vital signs smots™
units. We also equipped three Observation
Rooms (Lecture theatres) and with a clear brief,
we managed to provide a fully working solution
which is now one of the largest simulation centres
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in the UK. The centre even has a mobile unit
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which can be rolled out to the car park to video
the arrival of a “patient”, all the way through the
various steps to recovery.
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